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Four-time Emmy Award winner David Hyde Pierce is famous for playing the lovably self-important
Dr. Niles Crane in the hit TV series Frasier. Now, he brings the same wit and charming arrogance to
his Signature Classics performance of Jonathan Swift's Gulliver's Travels.More than just a mock
travel book and fabulous adventure, Gulliver's Travels is a character study and social satire that
skewers politics, science, religion, philosophy, and pretentiousness with a bite and resonance that
remains as fresh today as the day it was published. Maybe that's why it hasn't been out of print in
nearly 300 years.Set sail with David Hyde Pierce for a smart, fun, new Gulliver's Travels experience
that's unlike any other. And stay tuned for more one-of-a-kind performances from actors Leelee
Sobiesky, Casey Affleck, Tim Curry, and more, only from Audible Signature Classics.
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I am certain that nearly every person in the Western world (and some beyond it) is familiar with the
quintessential scene of "Gulliver's Travels," that of a man tied down to the ground and surrounded
by tiny humans. I am equally certain however, that only a very small percentage of these people
have actually read Jonathan Swift's satirical novel, first published in 1726. If you consider yourself a
serious reader, then "Gulliver's Travels" is essential reading, one of the many classic novels that
you simply *have* to read before you die.Divided into four parts, "Gulliver's Travels" is presented as
the historical memoirs of Lemuel Gulliver who narrates his strange adventures in undiscovered
countries. In doing so, Swift explores and satirises almost every conceivable issue important in both
his time and in ours: politics, religion, gender, science, progress, government, family and our basic

ideas of defining humanity. As well as this, the novel is full of wonder and humour (some of it
bordering on the vulgar!) and Swift's exploration of imaginary societies and countries is satire at its
peak - no one before or since has reached Swift's mastery of this style.Some of the more direct
parodies concern people and events that have long since passed away, and as such an index or
extensive background is required in order to fully understand the allusions that Swift is making.
However, a far larger portion of the text discusses issues that are still relevant to today's readers,
especially in the responsibilities of power and the limits to technological/scientific progression.Part
One: "A Voyage to Lilliput" is the most famous segment of the novel, and the context of the
afore-mentioned "hostage episode".

It's amazing how our perspective changes as we age. What we thought was important as children
may now seem completely insignificant, replaced by entirely new priorities, priorities children
wouldn't even understand. At the same time, things we used to take for granted, like having dinner
on the table, being taken care of when we're ill, or getting toys fixed when they are broken, have
become items on adult worry lists. Your perspective on literature can change, too. Reading a story
for a second time can give you a completely different view of it. "Huckleberry Finn" by Mark Twain,
which I enjoyed as a sort of an adventure story when I was a kid, now reads as a harsh criticism of
society in general and the institution of slavery in particular. The same thing is true of "Gulliver's
Travels" by Jonathan Swift. The first thing I realized upon opening the cover of this book as a
college student was that I probably had never really read it before. I knew the basic plot of Lemuel
Gulliver's first two voyages to Lilliput and Brobdingnag, home of the tiny and giant people,
respectively, but he had two other voyages of which I was not even aware: to a land of philosophers
who are so lost in thought they can't see the simplest practical details, Laputa, and to a land ruled
by wise and gentle horses or Houyhnhnms and peopled by wild, beastly human-like creatures called
Yahoos. While this book has become famous and even beloved by children, Jonathan Swift was
certainly not trying to write a children's book. Swift was well known for his sharp, biting wit, and his
bitter criticism of 18th century England and all her ills.
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